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In each of the works in this show, the artist’s decisions over
time culminate in an imaginative fullness that exists alongside
the starkness of a blank white field. Each is an aggregation of
building blocks that variously merge together or remain
distinct. The setting is voided, omitted; while seeming to
isolate the artist’s work, this choice subtly dissolves
the boundary between the activity of representation and
the space of the exhibition.

Cavern Plume
2009, Acrylic on Mylar cut-out,
80” x 96”

Gina Ruggeri’s large-scale acrylic painting on Mylar, Cavern Plume,
appears as a strikingly unitary image that simultaneously recedes into the
wall while emanating out of it. A close look reveals a lushly textured surface
that suggests the artist’s repetition of similar gestures over time. Ruggeri’s
unit of construction is her light, swift, translucent brushstroke. In Cavern
Plume, she builds brushstrokes around an armature of graphite line to
create both volumes and cavities—positive forms and negative space. Her
fluid marks overlap and combine to produce shimmering,
ethereal surfaces.
The facture of the painting is gentle, even delicate, while the image projects
desolation and possible violence, a subtle comic sensibility, and above all, a
radical freedom. Opting against the common rectangular format of
painting and drawing, Ruggeri chooses a translucent film for her ground,
which she cuts to match the contours of her handmade image and affixes
directly onto the wall. While seeming to move toward the virtual, both the
illusion and the act of creating it become more immediate.

Painting in watercolors, Theresa Bloise floats her images in ample white
fields. The space is within, but not enclosed by the edges of the paper.
In her large-scale painting Sea Pile, the rhythmic coalescing of pieces of
marine garbage of various scales, from disembodied ship parts to rotting
coils of rope and tangled fishing nets, synthesizes a new whole. It seems
believable that the ocean, in all its complexity, turbulence and
unpredictability, has clustered these nautical fragments into a kind of
body that radiates the subtle nostalgia of its disparate and fading origins.
Ropes unfurl like the entrails of a beached whale after several days ashore:
the form doubles as a decaying corpse that we gaze upon without horror
or revulsion.
In her smaller work, Orbital Debris, Bloise paints satellite fragments
hovering in a moment of suspension between coherence and entropic
drift. In this environment, we strain to imagine any prospect for a future
synthesis. Referring simultaneously to satellites and eyes, the title enacts
a scale shift between the vastness of outer space and the interiority of
personal vision.

Orbital Debris
2008, Watercolor on Paper,
30” x 22”
(Above) Sea pile
2010, Watercolor on Paper,
80” x 55”

“I’ll tell you stories to
make you weep with long hair
goodbye goodbye” (still),
2009, Claymation, 2:38
Banjo score by Baby Copperhead

Brian Zegeer’s video, “I’ll tell you poems to make you weep with long hair goodbye
goodbye” opens with a shot of carefully cut mirror shards, arranged neatly
on a simple white platform that delineates the action of the video from the
nondescript, dimly lit interior space it occupies. On this ad-hoc, miniature stage, the mostly hexagonal and triangular pieces offer
fragmentary reflections of the interior and of blue sky glimpsed through
iron lattice.
In the distinctive rhythm of stop-motion video, set to a banjo score,
Zegeer’s mirror shapes begin to wiggle and rotate as they move toward the
periphery of the platform to make way for an architectural form that rises
from the middle like a futuristic vessel or a lost Atlantis. Constructed from
pieces of wood and clay, this fantastical form undergoes actions of
synthesis, decomposition and metamorphosis. A bearded face emerges at
the base of the structure, composed from extruded clay; its mouth opens
and a long tongue extends, offering up pieces of text. Like a good story,
Zegeer’s video builds to an ecstatic climax: the beard parts and a mysterious
organ blooms upward like a mushroom or fountain in a state of constant
fluctuation between concavity and convexity.
As with many of Zegeer’s videos, “I’ll tell you poems…” begins within
conditions of fragmentation. In a spirit of plucky resourcefulness, Zegeer
takes his materials through constant processes of transformation to arrive
at dynamic forms that project a novel and fleeting integrity.

Amy Casey’s paintings of uprooted houses and buildings mesmerize with
their intricate arrangements of innumerable, minutely detailed forms.
Rendered in a palette characteristic of twentieth-century American cities,
the seemingly vacant structures in Casey’s visions are connected by strands
of rope that extend to the edges of the paper.
In Ballast, jauntily drawn houses echo one another with subtle variation.
The limited palette—consisting of pale blues, rich browns, dusty pinks
and warm ochres—is understated and kaleidoscopic at the same time.
Across the composition, Casey stretches and compresses the density of
individual elements, which cluster and overlap but remain distinct and
intact, to produce an optical and rhythmic synthesis across their planar
surfaces. The overall form alternately suggests a safety net, a hammock or
a spider’s web.
In Island (detail), multifamily and institutional buildings are threaded
together in a tighter mass, and strands of paved road twist and coil at both
ends to create a lozenge-shaped whole. As with Ballast, Casey combines
mundane elements into homespun marvels that please and delight while
conveying bleak visions of communities in suspended states.
—Maya Brym, April 2011

Island (detail)
2011, acrylic on paper
29.75 x 41.75”
(Above) Ballast
2011, acrylic on paper
29.75 x 41.75”

